Potential implications of availability of short amino acid sequences in proteins: an old and new approach to protein decoding and design.
Three-dimensional structure of a protein molecule is primarily determined by its amino acid sequence, and thus the elucidation of general rules embedded in amino acid sequences is of great importance in protein science and engineering. To extract valuable information from sequences, we propose an analytical method in which a protein sequence is considered to be constructed by serial superimpositions of short amino acid sequences of n amino acid sets, especially triplets (3-aa sets). Using the comprehensive nonredundant protein database, we first examined "availability" of all possible combinatorial sets of 8,000 triplet species. Availability score was mathematically defined as an indicator for the relative "preference" or "avoidance" for a given short constituent sequence to be used in protein chain. Availability scores of real proteins were clearly biased against those of randomly generated proteins. We found many triplet species that occurred in the database more than expected or less than expected. Such bias was extended to longer sets, and we found that some species of pentats (5-aa sets) that occurred reasonably frequently in the randomly generated protein population did not occur at all in any real proteins known today. Availability score was dependent on species, potentially serving as a phylogenetic indicator. Furthermore, we suggest possibilities of various biotechnological applications of characteristic short sequences such as human-specific and pathogen-specific short sequences obtained from availability analysis. Availability score was also dependent on secondary structures, potentially serving as a structural indicator. Availability analysis on triplets may be combined with a comprehensive data collection on the varphi and psi peptide-bond angles of the amino acid at the center of each triplet, i.e., a collection of Ramachandran plots for each triplet. These triplet characters, together with other physicochemical data, will provide us with basic information between protein sequence and structure, by which structure prediction and engineering may be greatly facilitated. Availability analysis may also be useful in identifying word processing units in amino acid sequences based on an analogy to natural languages. Together with other approaches, availability analysis will elucidate general rules hidden in the primary sequences and eventually contributes to rebuilding the paradigm of protein science.